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Three main results are obtained: (I) If 9 is an atomic maximal Abelian 
subalgebra of S?(2), B is the projection of B’(S) onto 9 and h is a complex 
homomorphism on .Q, then h 0 B is a pure state on LS?( 2). (2) If {P,} is a sequence 
of mutually orthogonal projections with rank(P,) = n and x P, = I, B is the 
projection of L@(S) onto {P,,}” given by B(T) = C trace,(T)P, and h is a 
homomorphism on {PJ” such that h(P,) = 0 for all n then h 0 B induces a 
type II, factor representation of the Calkin algebra. (3) If & is a nonatomic 
maximal Abelian subalgebra of g’(X) then there is an atomic maximal Abelian 
subalgebra L@ of g’(X) and a large family {@,} of *-homomorphisms from 9 
onto d such that for each OL, Ga 0 B is an extreme point in the set of projections 
from B’(S) onto UK. (Here B denotes the projection of g(X) onto 9.) 
The main results of this paper concern certain positive linear maps of Lo?’ 
into Abelian von Neumann algebras. In particular we are interested in maps of 
the form Q, 0 9, where B is a conditional expection of B’(Z) into an Abelian 
von Neumann algebra I%! and @ is a *-homomorphism of Gl? onto another Abelian 
von Neumann algebra. Our main results may be summarized as follows. 
(A) If B is the conditional expectation of g!(X) onto an atomic maximal 
Abelian (self-adjoint) subalgebra 9 and h is a complex homomorphism on ~2 
then h 0 9 is a pure state on g(S). 
(B) Let POLK be a family of mutually orthogonal projections of finite 
rank such that sup,,,{P~} = I and let 27 = {Pa}“. There is a conditional expec- 
tation 0 of L&Y(X) onto 3 such that if h is a complex homomorphism on 3, 
f = h 0 0, and nf is the *-representation of B’(Z) induced by x then either 7, 
is the direct sum of a finite number of equivalent irreducible representations 
or ~~Rf(~(~))” is a type II, factor. 
(C) If &! is a nonatomic maximal Abelian subalgebra of a(&‘), then there 
is an atomic maximal Abelian subalgebra 23 of g(X) and a “large” family 
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{@=} of distinct *-homomorphisms of 9 onto & such that for each 01, @, o 9 
is a conditional expectation of g’(X) onto &? where 9 is the unique conditional 
expectation of L&‘(Z) onto 3. Furthermore, for each 01, @, 0 9 is an extreme point 
in the set of positive, linear, identity-preserving maps of a(X) into 4. 
Recall that if 02 is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of g(s), then 02 is unitarily 
equivalent to the algebra of multiplications of L2(sZ, p) by elements of L”(sZ, CL), 
where (L?, IL) is a locally finite measure space [25, 1.18.1, 2.9.3; 8, Corollaire 1, 
p. 2411. The restrictions of p to its purely atomic and purely nonatomic parts 
induce a decomposition of C!? as 9 @ Jz’, where g(d) corresponds to the atomic 
(nonatomic) part of the measure. If one of these direct summands does not 
occur, a is called an atomic or a nonatomic maximal Abelian subalgebra as the 
case dictates. For each atomic maximal Abelian subalgebra 9 there is an ortho- 
normal basis {e,} such that an operator D is in 9 if and only if each e, is an eigen- 
vector for D. In this case, we say that {e,} is an orthonormal basis associated 
with 9. 
If 02 is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of B(X), there is a conditional expec- 
tation (i.e., a positive, linear, norm one projection) 9 of a(.%) onto @. [24, 
4.4.15, 4.4.191. Maps of this form were studied by Kadison and Singer in [13] 
in the case where .YP is separable. They showed that in the atomic case the natural 
projection (for an operator A, B(A) = C P,AP, , where {Pa} is the set of mini- 
mal projections in 9) is unique, faithful and weak*-continuous, but that in 
the nonatomic case (where no obvious projection exists) there are many distinct 
conditional expectations. Hence, if J@ is a nonatomic maximal Abelian sub- 
algebra of B(Z), for many complex homomorphisms h on A there are distinct 
pure states f and g on B(X) such that f and g agree with h on JZ (pure states 
on J%’ need not have unique pure state extensions to s(s)). In particular h 0 B 
need not be a pure state in the nonatomic case. Kadison and Singer inclined to 
the view that it is also the case that pure states on atomic maximal Abelian 
subalgebras need not have unique pure state extensions. The situation in the 
atomic case is quite different, however. Indeed, if X is any Hilbert space and 
if 9 is an atomic maximal Abelian subalgebra of g(Z), there is a unique con- 
ditional expectation 9 of B(X) onto 9. Also, if e is a common eigenvector for 
all elements of L@ and /I e /I = 1, then the map h(D) = (De, e) is a homomorphism 
on 9 and h o B is its unique state extension to a(.#). Furthermore, Reid has 
shown in [19] that, assuming the continuum hypothesis (actually, Martin’s 
axiom will do), there is a much larger family of homomorphisms on 9 which 
have unique state extensions to a’(~&). These facts suggest that perhaps every 
pure state on 9 has a unique state extension to B(Z). Certainly, the result 
(A) stated above lends credence to this view. It may be argued that (C) also 
provides favorable evidence. However, the problem remains open and although 
the positive answer now appears to be more plausible, we are not certain that 
the positive answer is correct. (A positive answer would imply that 9 is a “large” 
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C*-subalgebra of g!(X) [13, Lemma 5; 1, (3.8)]. See [19, p. 5581 for Reid’s 
comments on this question.) 
Let 2 be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and let & be the 
ideal of compact operators on Z. The Calkin algebra a(%)/& was first studied 
by Calkin in [6]. In that paper Calkin constructed faithful *-representations of 
a’(#)/~$ and asked if it were possible for the weak closure of such a represen- 
tation to be a von Neumann algebra of type II or type III. In [23] Sakai showed 
that there is a * -representation of the Calkin algebra whose weak closure is a 
type III factor. In [2] Anderson and Bunce showed that, assuming Martin’s 
axiom, one can find a complex homomorphism h on ZZ’ such that the state h 0 0 
induces a type II, factor representation of the Calkin algebra, where 2, h, 
and 0 are as in (B) above. It follows from the result summarized in (B) above 
that, apart from obvious exceptions, every homomorphism h on B induces a 
type II, factor representation of the Calkin algebra. Furthermore, our proof 
of this fact (and all other results in this paper) uses only the usual axioms of 
set theory (i.e., Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory plus the axiom of choice). 
In this paper we only consider complex Hilbert spaces and bounded linear 
operators. We denote the operators on a Hilbert space ~4’ by a(X). Let K 
be a cardinal number. We sometimes identify K with the set of ordinal numbers 
of cardinality less than K and so view K as a well-ordered set. In particular we 
depart from usual notation and use the symbol N to denote both the set of 
positive integers and the first infinite cardinal number. 
1. PURE STATES 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let {fa}aEK be a family of p ure states on a F-algebra % *acting 
on a Hilbert space 2. If there is a family {POL}OIEK of mutually orthogonal projections 
in ‘3 such that 
(a) f,(P,) = a,, for all 01 and ,6 in K, 
(b) W C ‘8, where W = (x:,,K P,A,P= : A, E ‘3, SUP,~, II A, /I < co} 
and, 
(c) for each fi in K, for each subset a of K, andfor each A in ‘$1, 
fe(A*POA) = c f,(A*P,A), where P, = sup{P,: oc~a), 
aEo 
then the weak *-closure of {fW}bEK consists of pure states. 
Result (A) stated in the introduction is a corollary to this theorem. The proof 
of Theorem I relies on a combinatorial fact which we now present, We regard 
this fact as the key to the results of this section and the next. 
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THEOREM 2. If K is a cardinal number and (tas) is a K x K array of non- 
negative real numbers such that 
(4 t,, = 0 for all o! in K and 
(b) c(p) = 1 t,, < co for each /3 in K, 
IEK 
then there is a partition {q , (TV , u3} of K such that 
(*) 
foreach/3ina,,m= 1,2,3. 
Proof. We first establish the result in the case where K = n is finite and 
(tap) = (tii) is an n x n matrix with 0 diagonal. Choose a subset r of {l, 2,..., n} 
as follows. Letj = 1. Suppose thatj, < j, < ... < j, < n have been selected. 
If 
Ix tjj > Qc(j) 
ie(i,,i,,....&J 
for jk < j < n, put r = {jr , ja ,..., jk}. Otherwise, let jk+r denote the smallest 
integer greater than jk such that (I) fails to hold. After a finite number of steps 
we obtain an increasing sequence 7 = { j, , j, ,... , j,> such that 
2 tij 2 84.d (2) 
if j 4 7. Write g1 = { 1, 2 ,..., n}\T. If j E u, , then 
ig tjj = c(j) - 2 tij G %(A (3) 
1 
by (2). Write u,, = tiri, for jr and js in 7. Then (ur,J is a p x p matrix with 0 
diagonal such that 
for 1 < s < p by our choice of 7. We define a decreasing sequence in { 1,2,... , p} 
as follows. Let si = p. Suppose that si > sa > ... > sk > 1 have been selected. 
If 
c UT.? 2 Mjs) (5) 
?E(S1,Rp . . . .. . Py} 
for each s < sk , si > s2 > ... > sk is the desired sequence. Otherwise let 
st+r be the greatest integer less than sp such that (5) fails to hold. After a finite 
number of steps we obtain a decreasing sequence si > sa > ... > s, such that 
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for 1 < k < q. (Recall that u.qk,qk = 0.) Write uz = {isI , j,, ,..., js ] and a3 = 
r\q . If j = js, E a, then 
P 
z, tij = C ur.s~ = x *r.Sk i- C C?k ’ C8) 
2 T8(S1..Vz ,.... Sq) )IE(P,.S2.. ., Sk) TE(8~+1...~,S,] 
By (7) and (4) each of the sums in (8) is less than $~(j,~~). Hence, 
& tij G W (9) 
for each j in u2 . Ifj = jJ E a3 , then 
& tij = 1 %s 
3 14(*,,.?,,....9*) 
by (6). The theorem in the finite case follows from (3), (9), and (10). The general 
result may now be derived from the finite case by means of a well-known 
theorem in combinatorial set theory, the Rado selection theorem. We include 
a proof. It is convenient to introduce some notation. Say that a partition 
{UlY 02 7 u8) of a finite subset y of K isgood if 
for each ,B in am , m = I, 2, 3. Note that by the first part of the proof, each finite 
subset of K has a good partition. Let s denote the collection of functions f 
such that 
(a) the domain off is a finite subset y of K, 
(b) the range off lies in (1,2,3}, and 
(c) (f-‘(1),f-l(2), f-l(3)) is a good partition of y. 
Let 3” denote all functions from K into (1, 2, 3) and give {I, 2, 3) the discrete 
topology so that 3~ is a compact Hausdorff space in the product topology. For 
each finite subset y of K, write e = {f~ 3”: the restriction ofj to y is in g]. 
Then, since each y is finite, each z is closed in 3”. Further, if y and 6 are finite 
subsets of K, then e n f16 f ,@ because there is a good partition (CT* , CQ , us) 
of y v 6 and (ul n y , az n y, o3 n y} and {q n 6, mz n 6, us n S] are good 
partitions of y and 8, respectively. Thus, the collection (sYE;) has the finite inter- 
section property and there is a function f on K in n & . It is straighforward 
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to check that {f-~(I),f-l(2),f-l(3)) is th e d esired partition of K. The proof is 
complete. 
Remarks. (1) The author is indebted to A. Kechris for suggesting the use 
of the Rado selection theorem in the proof of Theorem 2. The use of this fact 
considerably shortens the author’s original argument and yields a sharper 
result. He is also grateful to T. Jech for pointing out that the Rado selection 
theorem could be proved by the compactness argument given above. 
(2) We do not know if the constant $ in (*) above is the best possible. 
In our applications, we only use the fact that this constant is strictly less than one. 
It is easy to see, however, that in general a partition of K into at least 3 subsets is 
necessary (consider an irreducible 3 x 3 permutation matrix). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, if 
f is a state on a C*-algebra Cu and A is an element of ‘% such that 1 f(A)] = I/ A I/, 
then f(AB) = f(A)f(B) = f(BA) f or all B in ‘$L Let f be an element of the 
weak*-closure of {fa}. Then f(PO) is either 0 or 1 for each subset (T of K. In 
particular, f(P+,) = 1 = /j P, [I. Hence, if g denotes the restriction of f to 
F’xA lb,cs : A EQI}, then f is the unique extension of g to 5X and so it suffices 
to show that g is a pure state. Equivalently, we may assume that P, = I. It also 
follows that if A is in YI then f,(P,AP,) = fJA) for each 01 in K and f (P,AP,) = 
f(A) for each subset 0 of K such that f (P,,) = 1. Furthermore, f is a homo- 
morphism on 9 = {Pa>” and “M = (u C K: f (PO) = l} is an ultrafilter of subsets 
of K so that for each A in %, 
f(A) = Qfa(A) = Oc{f,(A): n 6 al-, 
where the bar denotes closure. 
Let {TV, &$, x~} be the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation of ‘$I which 
f induces (x~ denotes the canonical cyclic vector). We show that ‘r&II) is irre- 
ducible. Let R = inf(rf(P,): o E a}. Note that R E ~@l)“. We first show that 
the range of R is [s(w) x~] (= the norm closure of (T~( IV) xr : WE w)). 
If CJ is in 4? and W in w, then P,W = WP, and (by Cauchy-Schwartz) 
rf(PO) X, = x7 ; hence, x,(P,) T~( W) X~ = T~( W) xt . Thus, [Z-~(W) ~~1 is con- 
tained in the range of R. We establish the reverse inclusion by showing 
R[T~(‘Y@‘J ~~1’ = 0. Define a map 9 of ‘Ql onto YY by 
Y(A) = C P,AP, 
REK 
Then 9 is a conditional expectation of 2I onto Ily and f (A) = f (B(A)) for all A 
in ‘9l (because f,(P,AP,) = fa(A)). If A is in 9l and W is in V, then 
(44 - %Q) xr , z-~(W)X~)=~(W*(A-~(A)) =f(W*A--(W*A))=O; 
so {rf(A) xf : A E(U, Y(A) = 0} is a subspace of [nf(“ly-) ~~1’. Since zf is a cyclic 
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vector, this set is dense in [nf(~) ~~1”. Thus, it is enough to show that 
&rf(A) x, = 0 for all A in 2I such that 9(A) = 0. Fix < > 0 and let A be a 
nonzero element of 2I such that P(A) = 0. For 01 and /3 in K, let 
Then (t& satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 (by Theorem 1 (c) and since 
9(A) = 0). Choose an integer 12 such ($)” < E j/ A /1-2. Then by (n applications 
of) Theorem 2, there is a partition (ur , (TV ,..., u,} of K into p = 3” subsets such 
that if 1 < m < p and fi E cr, , then 
Since %! is an ultratilter, f(Pon) = 1 for precisely one integer m in {I, 2,..., p}. 
We compute 
= (p)” lig&(A*A) 
Thus, I] RT,(A) X, II2 < 11 s(P,,) rf(A) x, II2 < P. Since E was arbitrary, 
RT~(A) x, = 0 and so RXf = [mf(9Y) q]. 
Let Q = inf{P E q(2I)“: P is a projection and Pa+ = q}. Note that Q E ?T~(‘%)“. 
We show that Q&$ = [x~] (= (hxf : h a complex number}). It is clear that 
Qq = X, . Note that Q < R so that it suffices to show Q is 0 on [x~]’ n [n,(w) x~]. 
Fix E > 0 and let W be in YY withf( IV) = 0. Since eachf, is a pure state on 2I, 
there are positive elements A, in SU such that fJA,J = 11 A, II = 1, A, < P, 
and II A,(W-ff,(A,)I)A,/I < l [l, (2.4)]. Let A =CasKA,. Then AEW, 
0 < A <I and f(A) = 1. Thus, /j rf(A) .rr#V) x, II2 = f(W*A2W) = 
limd&%W*AB2~4) ,<lim*II ABW4112 < limr(lIAs(~---(W)I)A,II + 
Ifo(W)l)” < c2. Also, T+(A) x, = xf . Hence, by the spectral theorem, there is a 
projection P in ~@l)” such that P?T,(A) = P and Pxf = x, . Then Q < P 
and /I Q~T~(W) x, j] < 11 PT,( IV) xr jl < II q(A) q(W) xr 11 < E. Since E was arbi- 
trary, Qn,(W) X~ = 0 and it follows that QXf = [q]. If E is a projection in 
rr,(%)‘, then Exf = EQxf = QExf ; so Ex, = hx, for some complex number X. 
Since x, is separating for rr,(‘%)‘, E = M, h is either 0 or 1 and rrf(‘$I) is irreducible. 
The proof is complete. 
580/3Ib5 
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COROLLARY 3. If B is the conditional expectation of B’(X) onto an atomic 
maximal Abelian subalgebra 9, h is a complex homomorphism on 9, and % is 
a C*-subalgebra of g’(X) which contains 9, then the restriction f of h o B to ‘% 
is a pure state. Furthermore, ifg is a pure state on % such that g agrees with h on .2? 
andg is unitarily equivalent o f, then f = g. 
Proof. Let {eO1}OIEK be an orthonormal basis for .z?’ associated with 9. Then 
for each a, the map h,(D) = (D e,,e,) is a complex homomorphism on 9 and 
since .9 C ‘%, the restriction fa of h, 0 9 to ‘3 is a pure state. If P, is the projection 
of 2 onto [eJ, then 91 and the families {fU}, {Pa> satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. (Each h, 0 9 is a normal state on 3’(X) and W = 9.) Hence, each 
element of the weak*-closure of (fa) is a pure state on 9l. A routine argument 
shows that this set is precisely {h 0 9 1~ : h is a complex homomorphism on 9’>. 
This proves the first part of the corollary. Suppose that g is a pure state on PI 
such that g agrees with the homomorphism h on .9 and g is equivalent to f. Then 
in the notation of the proof of Theorem 1, there is a unit vector y in tif such 
that g(A) = (n,(A) y, y) for all A in 91. If P, is a projection in 53 such that 
h(P,) = 1, then g(PO) = 1 and rrf(PQ) y = y. Hence, Ry = y, where as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, R is the projection of XY onto [TV ~~1. Since f is a homo- 
morphism on 9, QT~(D) X, = f(D) X, for each D in 9. Hence, [nf(B) x~] = [x~], 
Ry = hx, for some complex number h of modulus one, and g = f. 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 1 also applies in the following situation. Let 
(‘LI,},,, be a collection of C*-algebras and let {Ya&, be a family of sets of states 
on 5211, such that each Ya is finite. Furthermore, suppose that the states in each 
YU are supported by mutually orthogonal projections in ‘3. 
If ‘$I = C,,, 0 ‘3, , then by Theorem 1 the weak*-closure of &, Ye in a* 
consists of pure states. 
(2) If {fa} is a family of pure states on a C*-algebra ‘3 such that 
/I fa - f. // = 2 if 01 # /3, then it follows from Theorem 1 that the weak*-closure 
of (fa> in %I*** consists of pure states. However, the weak*-closure of {fa} in 
2l* need not consist of pure states. For example, if P is a projection on a Hilbert 
space &’ such that P and I - P both have infinite rank we may take ‘8 to be the 
C*-algebra generated by P, I - P, and the compact operators on .z? and choose 
pure states fn as follows. Let (xn} and {yA} be infinite orthonormal subsets in 
the range of P and I-P respectively and let fn(A) = (AZ,, z,), where 
z, = (21/2)-1(x, + m). Then {f,J consists of normal pure states on ‘Ql with 
pairwise orthogonal supports. Since each element A of 2I has the form 
aP+b(I-P)+K, h w ere K is a compact operator, and since (1 Kz, II+ 0, 
f(A) = limnfn(A) = &(a + b) defines a state f in the weak*-closure of {fn} 
in W* which is clearly not a pure state. Note that if P, is the projection of $9 
onto [z,], then ‘$l, {fn} and {P,> satisfy all of the hypotheses of Theorem 1 
except (b). 
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(3) Corollary 3 answers in the affirmative two questions raised by Reid 
[19, (ii), (iii), p. 5631. 
(4) It follows from the results of [l] (in particular from (2.6) and (2.7)) 
that the following are equivalent for a statef on g(s): 
(a) f is a pure state. 
(b) For each operator A and each E > 0, there is a projection P such 
that f(P) = 1 and Ij P(A -f(A) I) P/I < E. 
(c) Commutators of the form AX - XA, where A > 0, f(A) = 0, 
and X is an arbitrary operator are norm dense in the null space off. 
(d) The norm closure of the convex hull of {U*;4U: U is a unitary 
operator and 1 f(U)/ = l} contains f(A) I. 
By a theorem of Bonsall [5], (a), (b), (c), and (d) are equivalent to 
(e) For each self-adjoint operator A in the null space off and for each 
E > 0 there is a positive operator B such that f(B) < E and -B < A < B. 
Hence, each of the states on g’(s) defined in Corollary 3 enjoys these 
properties. 
We now present a simple application of Corollary 3 and property (e). 
PROPOSITION. 4. If A is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space S and 
{e,}o,, is an orthonormal basis for IT such that (Ae,,e,) = 0 for all a in K, then 
for each E > 0 there is a partition (q , cr2 ,..., CT%} of K and a positive operator B 
such that -B < P,,AP,I + ... + P,FPO, < B and (Be,,e,) < E for all cz 
in K (PO is the projection of SF onto [e, : (Y E CT]). 
Proof. Let 9 be the conditional expectation of g(Z) onto 3, the atomic 
maximal Abelian subalgebra of g(x) determined by the basis {eJ. Let 
fh = h 0 9 for each complex homomorphism h on 9. Fix E > 0 and let h be a 
complex homomorphism on 9. Since fh is a pure state on g’(Z) (Corollary 3) 
by Bonsall’s result (e), there is a positive operator Bh such that fh(Bh) < E and 
-B, < A < B, . Let oh = {a E K: (Bhe, , e,) < l >. Then I’, = {h’: h’ is a 
complex homomorphism on 9 and h’(Poh) = I} is a clopen subset of the maximal 
ideal space of JZ@ and {I’,> is an open cover. Let { Vh, , Vh8 ,..., V, > be a finite 
subcover and put oi = uh. , 
& + ... + B, and {pi ,...,’ 
Bi = PoiBhiPOi for 1 < i < n. Then” B = B, + 
a,} have the desired properties. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF TYPE II 
Let {PJ.,, be a family of mutually orthogonal projections on a Hilbert 
space x of dimension K such that each P, has finite rank, sup(P, : 01 E K} = I 
and for each n in N {a E K: the rank of P, is n} has cardinality K. We define a 
conditional expectation @ of a’(s) onto %” = {Pa}” as follows. For each 01, 
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let tr, be the canonical trace on g(Pni&?) normalized so that tra(lo) = 1. If A 
is an operator, let 
In this section we classify all representations of 99(Z) which arise from states 
of the form h 0 0, where h is a complex homomorphism on 9’. 
We associate a (possibly infinite) integer #(h) with each complex homorphism 
h as follows. Let 0n = (a E K: the rank of P, = n} for n in tV. The sets {un} 
form a partition of K so if h is a complex homomorphism on 3, either h(PUn) = 1 
for a unique integer n, or else h(P,.) = 0 for all n in N. (As in Section 1, if u 
is a subset of K, P, = sup(Pa : 01 E cr}.) If h(P,%) = 1, put #(h) = n. If h(P,“) = 0 
for all n, put #(h) = co. Thus, #(h) indicates the size of the subspaces on which 
h “lives.” 
THEOREM 5. Let TF = 3”’ = CaEK @ 2Y(P,Z) and let % be a C*-subalgebra 
of 3Y(#) which contains ?V. Ifh is a complex homomorphism on 2, f is the restriction 
ofho@to’U, and{n,, Zf , x~} is the G-N-S representation of ‘$I induced by f,then: 
(4 VW4 = f n or some integer n < co, 7~~ is the direct sum of n equivalent 
irreducible representations. In particular, ;f #(h) = 1, f is a pure state. 
(b) If #(h) = 00, n,(rU)” is a type Ilfactor. 
Proof. Note that f is w-central, that is, f (AW) = f(WA) for all A in ?l 
and all W in YY. If E is a nonzero projection in V+ such that the rank of EP, 
is at most one for all 01, then 9 = (EW IEH : WE: 9Y} = Xa is an atomic 
maximal Abelian subalgebra of a(EZ). If f(E) = a > 0, then it is straight- 
forward to show that the state g = a-lf(E . E) has the form ha 0 99 where 99 
is the conditional expectation of $(EZ) onto 9 and h9 is a complex homo- 
morphism on 9. Hence, by Corollary 3, g is a pure state on %a and since 
g(E) = 1, g is a pure state on 2L Suppose that #(h) = n < 00. Let {El , E, ,..., E,} 
be a set of mutually orthogonal projections in YY such that E,P, = 0 if 01$ u, 
andE,P,hasranklifolEu,forl <i<n.ThenPDn=E1+Es+*..+E, 
and f (Ei) = n-l (because the E$‘s are equivalent in -tY, f is central on Y&‘- and 
f(PO-) = 1). Letg, = nf(E, . EJ for i = 1,2,..., n. Then by our remarks above 
each gi is a pure state on ‘$I and since the Ei’s are equivalent, the g,‘s induce 
equivalent irreducible representations of Cu. Note that if i # i, then f (E,AE,) = 
f (E,E,A) = 0 for all A in %. Hence, f = f (PO, . P,,) = f (El . E1) + ... -1 
f (En . E,) = n-l( g, + ... + g,) and it follows that 7rf is the direct sum of n 
equivalent irreducible representations. This proves our assertion in (a). 
Let 0 denote the restriction off to YF. Note that 9 is the center of ?Y and 
that 0 Iw^ is the center-valued trace on the finite von Neumann algebra -ky-. 
Let 98 = {WE %+“: 0( W*W) = O}. Then s8 is a two-sided ideal in YF and 
,aS n 9’ = h-l(O) is a maximal ideal in 9’. Hence, [S, Corollaire 1, p. 2651 
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& is a maximal two-sided ideal in YV. Furthermore, 0 is a character on YY 
[8, Definition 1, p. 2571 and so [8, Excercise 8, p. 2601 v~(%‘)” is a finite factor 
({v, , Zs, x0} denotes the G-N-S representation of w induced by 0). Suppose 
that #(h) = co. Then w/Y0 is infinite dimensional and so rr&V)” is a type 
II, factor. (These facts were first proved by Wright in [29] and Feldman in 
19, lo].) To prove part (b) of the theorem we show (as in [2]) that x@) is 
isomorphic to no(w)‘. Recall [8, ThCoreme 1, p. 711 that n&w)’ is a type II, 
factor and that for each W in ?Y, the map p(W) on %Q-/$0 defined by 
p( W)( W, + Y$) = W,W + Y0 extends to an element (also called p(W)) of 
z-~(%‘) and that p is a *-antihomomorphism of Yf into rrB(Y&‘)’ such that 
p(V)” = r,(w)‘. Similarly, if W is in YV, define V(W) on ‘zr/Yf by 
V( W)(A + 4;) = A W + 9: , where 4; = {A E ‘3: f(A*A) = 0). Then since 
f is w-central, V(W) extends to an element (also called V(W)) of rr#I)’ and v is 
a *-antihomomorphism of ?Y into rr#l)‘. 
Let % = {u C K: f(PO) = 11. Then %P is an ultrafilter of subsets of K and 
f(A) = lim, tr,(P,A IP,z) for each A in ‘VI. Let R = inf{mf((P,): (T E %‘I>. 
Then R E q(%)“. We assert that RHj = [v~(%‘) x~]. Indeed, iffa = tra(P, . iP,m) 
for each 01 in K then each f, is a normal state on 3?(Z) and fJP,AP,) = fa(A) 
for all A in %. Our assertion is now proved by repeating the third paragraph 
in the proof of Theorem 1 word for word. 
The proof of part (b) now proceeds exactly as in the proofs of Theorems 5 
and 6 in [2]. The map T~( W) X~ H W + $j extends to a unitary transformation 
S of RS, onto X0 such that 
and 
for each W in %Q-. Thus, V(W)” jRxf is spatially isomorphic to the type II, 
factor p(w)” = rre(Y4’J’ and since R E r@)“, n,(%)’ JR~f = v($F)” jRHf . 
The map T i--, T lR~, is an isomorphism of ZT@~)’ onto V(W)” IRsf because 
xr is separating for m#X)‘. Thus, n&3)’ is isomorphic to the type II, factor 
n&%‘J’ and so ~&HI)” is a type II factor. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 6. If Y is a nontrivial uniformly closed two-sided ideal in g(X), 
then there is a faithful *-representation r of ~?8(X)/9 such that r(g(&?‘)/Y)” is 
a type II, factor. 
Proof. Recall that if h is an infinite cardinal number such that h < dim &’ = K 
and YA is the norm closure of 
{T E g(X): dim W(T)- < A}, 
then YA is a nontrivial uniformly closed two-sided ideal in .B(X) (.&Y?(T)- denotes 
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the closure of the range of 7’) and furthermore every closed two-sided ideal has 
this form [16]. Thux, 9 = YA for some h f K. Suppose that there is a homo- 
morphism h on 9 such that #(h) = co and the kernel of V, is YA. Then n, 
induces a faithful representtion v of g(X)/YA and by Theorem 5, 
~(~(.%‘)/YJ” = ~~(9?(%‘))” is a type II factor. Furthermore, this factor must 
be of type II, because there are no central states on g’(X) if &? is infinite 
dimensional. Thus, it suffices to show that for each infinite cardinal X :c K, 
there is a complex homomorphsm h on 9 such that #(h) = cc and the kernel 
of rf is CPA . If h is a complex homomorphism on 2, let 9, = {cr C K: h(P,) = l> 
and let hl, be the least cardinal in {X: there is a set (T in %Yh with carinality h}. 
Note that if h,, is finite, then X, = 1 because @h is an ultrafilter. It is a routine 
exercise in operator theory to show that if X, = 1, then the kernel of rf is 0 
and if h, is infinite, then the kernel of V~ is YA . Hence, to prove the corollary, 
it suffices to show that for each infinite cardinal h < K, there is a complex 
homomorphism h on 9’ such that X, = h and #(h) = co. We include a proof 
of this fact. Let h be an infinite cardinal with X < K. For each 01 in X, choose a 
subset (an> of K such that the rank of Pm, is 1~ for n = 1,2,... and such that 
{a%} n {/Q = d if 01 + is. Let & be a free ultrafilter on N and for each o( in 
X let h, = lim, tr, (Pm, .). Choose an ultrafilter V” on X such that if 0 is a subset 
of h of cardinality fess than X, then 0 $ V. Let h = limy h, . It is easy to check 
that #(h) = 03 and h, = X. 
Remark. If 9 is the group of *-automorphisms of .%9(Z) of the form 
A ~-f U 4 zi-, where C is a unitary operator in YY, and if P#- = {f:f is a state / 
on 9(&Y) and f is W-central} = the set of all a-invariant states on .9?(X), 
then it follows from [24, 3.1 .lO] that f is an extreme point of 9”‘c if and only 
if f induces a factorial representation of g(9). Hence, each of the states h 0 0 
defined in Theorem 5 is an extreme point of 9’Y,f . 
3. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
For each cardinal number K, let [0, 11” denote the Cartesian product of K 
copies of the unit interval and let pK denote product Lebesgue measure on 
[0, llK. Let AK be the algebra of multiplications of L2([0, llK, pLK) = L2([0, 11”) 
by elements of Lm([O, llK, p,J = Lm([O, llK). Then .MK is a nonatomic maximal 
Abelian subalgebra of ,9Y(L2([0, I]“)). If J2 is any nonatomic maximal Abelian 
subalgebra of B’(s), then &’ is completely determined by its Boolean algebra 
of projections and it follows from Maharam’s theorem [17; 14, p. 1221 that there 
is a set (K~} of not necessarily distinct cardinal numbers such that & is unitarily 
equivalent to C @ JY,<, . Furthermore, if X is separable (and necessarily infinite 
dimensional), then by a theorem of Carathedory [21] or [14, p. 1211 J~Z is unitarily 
equivalent to J& (g Lm(O, 1)) acting on Lz(O, I). In particular J& z jlt, s &r 
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for all n in N. The results in the first part of this section concern conditional 
expectations of 27(L2([0, llK)) onto .JZK . 0 rice these results are established it is 
easy to derive similar results for conditional expectations of g’(Z) onto arbitrary 
nonatomic maximal Abelian subalgebras by using the decomposition given above 
and taking direct sums. 
THEOREM 7. Let K be an infinite cardinal number. There is an atomic maximal 
Abelian subalgebra 53 of 9?(L2([0, llK)) and a family {@a}aeK of *-homomorphisms 
of .9 onto AK such that: 
(a) For each 01 in K, 22, = @a 0 p is a conditional expectation of 9(L2([0, l]<)) 
onto AK, where B is the conditional expectation of a(L2([0, llK)) onto g‘. 
(b) There is a family {P,},,, of mutually orthogonal projections in 9 such 
that QW(Pe) = &,I for all 01 and fi in K. 
(c) If h is a complex homomorphism on AK and a E K, then h 0 2$ is a pure 
state on 93(L2([0, llK)). 
(d) For each 01 in K, Z?= is an extreme point in the set of positive, linear, 
identity-preserving maps of g(L2([0, llK)) into itself. 
The proof of this theorem is based on two lemmas. In outline we show that 
a homomorphism with the required properties exists if there is an isometry 
of AK into 9 and then that there are 9s for which such an isometry exists. 
If X is a compact Hausdorff space, let C(X) denote the continuous complex 
functions on X and let Ix denote the function which is constantly 1 on X. 
LEMMA 8. If X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces such that Y is Stonean 
(i.e., Y is extremely disconnected) and zf d is a linear isometry of C(Y) into C(X) 
such that &(Ir) = &I,), then there is a *-homomorphism @ of C(X) onto C(Y) 
such that @ 0 E is the identity on C(Y). 
Proof. We may assume that X is also a Stonean space. For C(X)** has the 
form C(Z), where 2 is a Stonean space (in fact 2 is hyper-Stonean) and if Y is 
the canonical *-isomorphism of C(X) into C(Z), then 8 = Y 0 8 is an identity- 
preserving isometry of C(Y) into C(Z). If @’ is a *-homomorphism of C(Z) 
onto C(Y) such that @’ 0 8’ is the identity, then @ = @’ 0 Y/ has the required 
properties. Recall [4, Theorem 3.31 that d is a positive map. If y is a clopen subset 
of X, let p,, denote its associated characteristic function in C(X) and if 8 is a 
clopen subset of Y, let qs denote its characteristic function. Let 28x = { p,, : y is 
a clopen subset of x> and gu = {qs : 6 is a clopen subset of Y}. Since X and Y 
are Stonean spaces, gx and 97r are complete Boolean algebras which generate 
C(X) and C(Y) as Banach spaces, respectively. We define a Boolean subalgebra 
9? of g’x and a Boolean algebra homomorphism 9) of 9 onto g’r as follows. 
For y in Y, let e, denote the state on C(Y) g’ rven by point evaluation and let 
e, denote point evaluation at x in X. Let X, = {x E X: &*(e,) = e,> for each 
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y in Y. Then each XV is a nonempty compact subset of X, X, = (JUG r X, is 
a compact subset of X and X,/- is homeomorphic to Y, where N is the obvious 
equivalence relation [25, Section 51. Let g be the set of all p,, in gx such that: 
(a) For each y in Y, either XV C y or X, C X - y. 
(b) 4(r) = ( y E Y: X, C r} is a clopen subset of Y-. 
Then 9 is a Boolean subalgebra of W, and p’( p,) = q&(V) defines a Boolean 
algebra homomorphism of %? into gr . We show that a, is onto gr . Let 6 be 
a clopen subset of Y and put f = &Q). Then y = {x E X:f(x) > f}- is a 
clopen subset of X because F is a positive map and X is a Stonean space (the 
bar denotes closure). Suppose y E Y and x E XV . Then f(x) = e,(f) = 
&*(e,)(p,) = e&J = q6(y). Thus XV C y if and only if y E 6; so p, E .g and 
‘p( p,,) = qs . Since Y is a Stonean space gr is an injective Boolean algebra and 
so v extends to a Boolean algebra homomorphism of gx onto ~%r , which in turn, 
determines a *-homomorphism @ of C(X) onto C(Y). To complete the proof, 
we show @ 0 d is the identity on C(Y). It suffices to show that @(b(q8)) = qs for 
each clopen subset 6 of Y. For each integer n, let yn = {x E X:f(x) > n-l}-, 
wheref = d(q,). Then, as above @( p,,) = q6 for each integer n. Since 0 < f - 
fpVn < &1x, 0 < Q(f) - Q(f) qs < +I, for each integer and so Q(f) = 
Q(f) qs . If 6’ = Y - 6 and f’ = c?(q6,) = 1, -f, then @(f’) = @(f’) qs, 
and so I, - Q(f) = @(f’) = @(f’) qs’ = Ir - qs . Whence, @(f) = qs . 
The proof is complete. 
Remar?zs. (1) Apparently, this fact has not been previously observed. 
We note, however, that many similar results have appeared in the literature 
(for example, see [20, Lemma 5.3, p. 2391 and [25, Section 51). Also, it follows 
from [20, Remark 2, p. 2421 that if z% is an atomic maximal Abelian subalgebra 
of a’(%) and a is another maximal Abelian subalgebra of g(x), then there is 
a *-homomorphism of 9 onto a. Finally, note that if d is an identity-preserving 
isometry of a commutative C*-algebra 9l into a commutative C*-algebra 8, 
then by applying Lemma 8 to 8 **, it follows that there is a *-homomorphism 
@ on the C*-algebra generated by the range of & onto ‘?I such that @ 0 d is the 
identity, It was reported by E. G. Effros at Bozeman, Montana, in August 1975 
that he and M. Choi have shown that this fact holds for arbitrary C*-algebras 
% and 8. 
(2) If Y is assumed to be hyper-Stonean, there is a much shorter proof 
of Lemma 8, which we now sketch. Let 8 = &(C(Y)) and let B = 8-l on 9. 
Since Y is Stonean, 9 is an extreme point in the set of positive, linear, identity- 
preserving maps of .% into C(Y). S ince Y is hyper-Stonean, the set Y of positive 
linear extensions of 9 to C(X) is nonempty, convex, and compact in a certain 
topology (see our remarks preceding Corollary 11). If @ is an extreme point of <4p, 
then @ is an extreme point in the set of positive linear identity-preserving maps 
of C(X) into C(Y) and so [ 18,271 is a *-homomorphism. Although our application 
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is in the hyper-Stonean case, we prefer the longer argument because of its 
greater generality and because in it one can see more clearly how the *-homo- 
morphism @ is obtained. 
If S is a subset of a linear space let conv(S) denote the convex hull of S and 
let cone(S) denote the cone of elements of the form ai~i + aasa + ... + a,s, , 
where si E S and ai 2 0 for 1 >, i < 71. 
LEMMA 9. If (Q, p) is a measure space and (&},,, is a family of nonnegative 
functions in Ll(sZ, p) such that I! & II1 = sQ f,d, = 1 for each a in K, then the 
following are equivalent. 
(a) The norm closure of conv({[,},E,) in Ll(Q!, p) is (5 EL’(SZ, p): 6 > 0 
and II f Ill = 11. 
(b) The norm closure of cone({&J,,,) in I?(Q, p) is (6 EL~(Q, p): 4 > O}. 
(c) If 7 EL~(SZ, p) and ssa &d,, > 0 for all 01 in K, then 7 > 0. 
(4 If rl ELVJ, PL) tha SUP,~, I Jk ~$4 I = II rl llaj , where II . lloc is the 
essential supremum norm. 
Proof. It is clear that (a) implies (b). The proof that (b) implies (c) is straight- 
forward. We show (c) implies (d). Suppose that 7 EL~(Q, p) with Ij 7 I]?) = 1 
and I so Tf, dp 1 < 1 - E for all 01 and some E > 0. Choose 8 > 0 so that 1 
is in the essential range of qe = Re(eiev). Then I so Tefa dp / < 1 - E for all 
01 and so so (al - Q) &, dp > 0 for all 01, where a = 1 - &. Now if (c) held, 
aI - Q would be nonnegative and 1 would not be in the essential range of 7s . 
Hence, (c) implies (d). Finally, assume (d) holds and let Y be the norm closed 
convex hull of (fa}OIEK . If there is a nonnegative function &, in Li(Q, p) such 
that 11 & II1 = 1 and f,, $9, then we may separate 5, and Y by a continuous 
self-adjoint linear functional. That is, there is a real-valued function 7 inL”(SZ, p) 
and real numbers s < t such that 
for all f in Y. Furthermore, we may assume that 0 ,( 77 < 1 and 0 < s < t < I. 
Then 
O< (I--)fmdp<l--<l-s< (I-~)&,d~<~lI-& s R s R 
for each OL in K which contradicts (d). Thus, (d) implies (a) and the proof is 
complete. 
DEFINITION 10. If (Q, cc) is a measure space and {&,X,, is a family of functions 
on J2 which satisfy the hypotheses and (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Lemma 9, we shall 
say that the family {f,}a,, is totaZforLm(Q, p). 
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Proof of Theorem 7. We define an orthonormal basis {I,/J~}~~~ for L2([0, l]-) 
and a parition {pB}aEK of K into K subsets such that (1 #a /2},EQa is total forL”([O, llK) 
for each fl in K. Let ($IL)IEEN denote Haar system inL2(0, 1). (Recall that if [a, b] 
denotes the characteristic function of the indicated interval, then & = [0, 11, 
*2 = LO, 31 - [a, 11, $3 = (w2m t1 - It, a>, 44 = Gw[~, 61 - Lz> llh 
I,G~ = (4)lj2([0, Q] - [&, t]), etc.) The Haar functions form an orthonormal 
basis for L2(0, 1). We define “generalized Haar functions” for L”([O, llK) as 
follows. We regard K as the initial segment of ordinals less than K. For eachj 
in N let Yj be the set of all pairs of the form (a, T), where 0 = (01~ , 01~ ,..., cq) E ~j , 
7 = (n,, n2 ,..., nj) E (N - (l})j, and 01~ < 01~ < .‘. < q. Put .Y’ = 
u(Y) : j E N} and for each (a, T) in -4p define &,, by 
where (tJ E [0, llK. Then Y&, EL~([O, 119 ad II lclo,Y = /I A,, II II A, II2 ... 
II&. II2 = 1. Further, since ji #, dpl = si #,,& dpl = 0 if n and m are distinct 
elements of N - {l}, {#07 : (a, 7) E Y} is an orthonormal subset of L2([0, llK). 
(In fact {#OT) E Sp} u {I} is a orthonormal basis forLs([O, I]%), but we do not use 
this fact.) We define subsets q, of Y as follows. Recall that the left cancellation 
law holds for ordinal addition. That is, if 01, /?, and y are ordinals and (Y + /3 = 
01 + y, then /3 = y. For p in K, let vB be all pairs (u, T) in Y such that for some 
integer j > 1, T E (N - {I})j, o = (0~~ , 01~ ,..., aj), and 01~ = C+ + “z + ... f 
oljT1 + p. Then by the left cancellation law the family (rq,}sEK consists of pairwise 
disjoint subsets of .Y (although lJ va f rY). We assert that the norm closure of 
cone({@, : (a, T) E v,,}) is (5 E Ll([O, llK): 5 > 0} for each /3 in K. Indeed, 
{& : (a, T) E Y} consists of nonzero multiples of characteristic functions of sets 
of the form [roil , s,J x [raz , G,]) x ... x [ra, , spj] x [O, ll”, where roli and sai 
are dyadic rationals. Since every measurable set m [0, llK can be approximated 
to within a set of arbitrarily small measure by finite disjoint unions of such sets, 
the norm closure of cone({#,, : (a, T) E Y>) contains every nonnegative simple 
function and so the norm closure of cone({& : (u, T) E Y>) is {.$ EU([O, llK): 
6 >, O}. We show that cone({#i, : (a, T) E us}) = cone((& : (a, T) E Y}) for 
each /3 in K. Fix /3 in K and let (u, T) be an element of Y with u = (01~ , ~a ,..., q) 
and 7 = (n, , na ,..., ni). Let cyj+i = 01~ + 01~ -1 ... + aj + p, u’ = (ai , 01~ ,..., orj+r), 
T’ = (n, , n2 ,..., nj , 3), and T” = (ni , na ,..., ni, 4). Then &,,, + &,” = 2& 
because #a2 + #42 = 2. Hence, #,, E cone((#u2: (a, T) E Q}) and our assertion 
is proved. Thus, (Lemma 9(b)) {$J:, : (u, T) E vs} is total forl”([O, llK) for all /? in K. 
Choose an orthonormal basis {I/J=}~~~ for L2([0, 11”) such that {#,,r : (a, T) E Y} C 
~~&K and a partition {pfl}aEK of K such that if (IJ, T) E va , then $rO, E {#O}~spB . 
Our definition is complete. 
Let B be the atomic maximal Abelian subalgebra of SY(L2([0, llK) determined 
by the basis {#,),,, defined b a ove and let 9 be the conditional expectation of 
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&?(L2([0, 11%)) onto 9. For each p in K, let Ps be the projection of L2([0, 11”) 
onto [{#R : ti E po}] and define a map 8s of AK into 9PB by 
where YUq is the operator in -MK determined by the function 71 inL”( [0, llK). Then 
for each /3, gP is a linear, identity-preserving map, and, furthermore g0 is an 
isometry. For if 7 EL~([O, l](o) then 
by Lemma 9(d). Since J&‘~ is a von Neumann algebra, its maximal ideal space 
is Stonean (in fact hyper-Stonean) so by Lemma 8, there is a *-homorphism 
6s of BP8 onto AM such that 6s o gB is the identity on J%Z~ , Define $ on 5B by 
@s(D) = 6JDP0). Then @a is a *-homomorphism of 5% into -MK and 9, = a0 0 B 
a conditional expectation of g(L2([0, 11”)) onto &!, . For clearly 11 ?JB 11 = 1 
and if -4 is an operator, then .J&!az(A) = @a 0 P(sB(A)) = &(P(&(A)) Pa) = 
& o gB(2JA4)) = 2B(A). Also @e(Pa) = 6,,(PaPa) = 6,,1. This completes the 
proof of parts (a) and (b) of the theorem. 
If 0 is a *-homomorphism of 9 onto AK such that ZJ = @ 0 B is a conditional 
expectation of a(L2([0, llK)) onto JVK and h is a complex homomorphism on &YK , 
then h c di is a complex homomorphism on 9 and so h 0 Q = (h o @) 09 is a 
pure state on g(L2([0, llK)) by Corollary3. It follows from this fact and the Stone- 
Weirerstrass theorem that Z? is an extreme point in the set of positive, linear, 
identity-preserving maps of g(L2([0, llK)) into JZZ~ . Stermer has shown [27, 
Theorem 3.81 that such a map must also be an extreme point in the set of 
positive, linear, identity-preserving maps of .?#(L2([0, I]“)) into itself. The proof 
is complete. 
Recall [3; 12, p. 146-1471 that if M is a von Neumann algebra and Z@@X), a) 
is the set of bounded linear maps of g’(Z) into GY, then there is a topology Y 
(in fact 3 is the weak*-topology) on g(~%(&‘), a) such that a bounded net 
(J&} converges if and only if 2,(A) converges in the weak operator topology on 
02 for each --1 in a(X). Furthermore, the unit ball of a(g(%‘), 02) is compact in 
this topology. If 0! is a subalgebra of g(Z) and ‘@B(o) is the set of conditional 
expectations of ,g(&‘) onto ol, then it is easy to see that g(a) is convex and com- 
pact in this topology. (Of course, ‘$(a) may be empty.) 
COROLLARY 11. Let K, AfK , .!iB, 9, {@JasK , and (PJaEK be as in Theorem 7. 
For each ultraJilter % on K, there is a *-homomorphism 63, of 9 onto AM such that 
Z& = Qu c Y is a conditional expectation of B’(L2([0, llK)) onto ~2’~ . Further- 
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more, if %I and %‘lz are distinct ultrafilters on K, then there is a projection PO in 9 
such that @el(P,) = I = @,*(I - P,). Hence: 
(a) The set ‘$(J%‘,) contains 22K extreme points. 
(b) The cardinality of ‘@(.k’J is 22K. 
(c) Each complex homomorphism on ~8%‘~ has 2zK distinct pure state extensions 
to LqL2([0, l]K)). 
(d) There is an operator A such that /I A 11 = 1 and {9(A): 9 E ‘$3(&J) = 
{MEJH+( : 11 MII < 1). 
Proof. Let @ be an ultrafilter of subsets of K and let 9% be the norm closed 
ideal in .%J generated by {PC : (T $ %l, where for a subset o of K, P, = 
sup{P, : 01 G u}. Let gql = S/J?& and let rq be the canonical *-homomorphism 
of 5% onto sqJ. Note that if D E 9, then I] n&D)]1 = inf{l\ DP, /j : 0 E SY}. Let 
bs be the restriction of rqd 0 .Y to A’, . If ME AK, then 1; b,(M)lj = 
inf{li g(M) P, I/ : U E @} > inf{i] g(M) Pa /I : p 6 K} = inf{]i &a(fif)ll : fl E K} = 
I/ M //, where &‘B is the isometry of A’, into 9 defined in the proof of Theorem 7. 
Hence, 8% is an identity-preserving isometry of A?, into the commutative 
C*-algebra g@ . By Lemma 8, there is a *-homomorphism 6% of ga onto 
AK such that 6% o &qJ is the identity on ,Ice, . Let Q4 = 6% 0 7~~~ . Then @* 
is a *-homomorphism of 9 onto 4, and ?& = Q4 0 9 is a conditional expec- 
tation of .%‘(L2([0, llK) onto A, . The proofs of (c) and (d) of Theorem 7 show 
that 2% is an extreme point in 23(A!,J and that h 0 2% is a pure state 
on %?(L”([O, llK)) for each complex homorphism h on A%‘~ . If Q, and e7(, are 
distinct ultrafilters on K, then there is a subset G of K such that u E Q, and 
K - o E %2 . Hence, P, E J&, , I - P, E J&, , and @%,(Pg) = I = @q[c,(I - Pu). 
Thus, the map 4?! - 2a is injective; so, since there are 22K ultrafilters on K 
[ll, 9.2, p. 1301, s(A,J has at least 22K extreme points. On the other hand, the 
cardinality of g(L2([0, 11”)) is 2K, so that the cardinality of !J.J(M,J is at most 
22K. This proves (a) and (b). Similarly, if h is a complex homomorphism on A, , 
then the map @ M h o ?& is injective and so there are precisely 22K pure state 
extensions of h to g(L2( [0, llK)). 
If A is an operator, then the map 2 tt 9(A) is a continuous transformation 
of !@(.&,J with the topology 9 defined above into AX with the weak operator 
topology so, since !@(A!,J is F-compact, (L?(A): 2 E ‘$(A%‘~)} is weakly closed. 
It is a relatively straightforward exercise in measure theory to show that the 
closed unit ball YK of ~4’~ contains a subset of cardinality K which is weakly dense 
in 5$ . Let {MW},,, be such a subset of YK and let 
Then Ij A )/ = 1 and 9,(A) = 9,(AP,) = ?&(M,) = M, for each 01. Hence, 
($(A): 22 E !q.(AK)} = x. 
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Remarks. (1) If J& is any nonatomic maximal Abelian subalgebra of g(2), 
where Z? has dimension K, then as noted at the beginning of this section, there 
is a set {Ku} of not necessarily distinct cardinal numbers such that JY is unitarily 
equivalent to C @ JH~, . By applying Theorem 7 and Corollary 11 to each direct 
summand and then taking direct sums, it follows easily that: There is an atomic 
maximal Abelian subalgebra 9 of a(%) and a family {@a}as2K of *-homo- 
morphisms of 9 onto & such that 
(a) for each a, ?& = Qn 0 .?J’ is a conditional expectation of g!(H) onto JJ%’ 
(b) if (Y E 2~) /3 E 2K, and 01 # ,L3, then there is a projection P, in 9 such 
that 11 Qa(P,)(l = 1 and $(PO) = 0, 
(c) if h is a complex homomorphism on J&‘, then h 0 2, is a pure state 
on g’(2) for each 01, and 
(d) each 2E is an extreme point in the set of positive linear, identity- 
preserving maps of g’(X) into G3(*). 
Note that in general we can only show the existence of 2K distinct *-homo- 
morphisms of 9 onto J&‘. For example, this occurs in the case where &’ is the 
direct sum of K copies of J&‘,, for a cardinal number h such that 2A < K. 
(2) If {#,},E, is a set of functions in L2([0, I]“) such that (1 & [2}OLEK is 
total for L”;([O, 113, then th e map Y of a(&‘) into P(K), the bounded complex 
functions on K, given by A +-+ {(A&#J}OLEK is a linear, identity-preserving iso- 
metry on &?, (by Lemma 9). Hence by Lemma 8 there is a *-homomorphism 
@ of em(~) onto JZK such that 2 = Qi 0 Y is a conditional expectation of a’(X) 
onto A, . 
(3) There are many orthonormal subsets {I&}~~~ of L2([0, llK) such that 
(1 & /2}a.EK is total for Lw([O, 11”). In fact if {&JnEN is a sequence inLl(0, 1) which 
is total for Lm(O, l), then there is an orthonormal sequence {I,&}~~~ such that 
1Cln2 = tfl for each n in N. This can be shown as follows. Let s, = 1 and suppose 
by induction that real-valued functions sr , s2 ,..., s, have been chosen. Put 
I,$ = si(Ei)““. There is a Bore1 subset 6 of [0, I] such that 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. (This follows from [22, Theorem 5.5, p. 1141, for example.) 
Let h1 be the difference of the characteristic function of S and the characteristic 
function of [0, I] - 6 and let &+i = ~~+i(&+i)l/~. Then {&JncN is an ortho- 
normal set and #n2 = 5, for all n. 
(4) In [13] Kadison and Singer asked: Iffis a pure state on a(X), is there 
a maximal Abelian subalgebra W of g(X) such that f is a homomorphism on a ? 
Let us say that a state f on L49(&‘) has the atomic (nonatomic) restriction property 
if there is an atomic (nonatomic) maximal Abelian subalgebra 02 of a(X) 
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such that f is a homomorphism on a. It is easy to see that if a state on -B(s) 
is a homomorphism on a maximal Abelian subalgebra of a(.%), then it has 
either the atomic or the nonatomic restriction property. Note that the pure 
states of the form h 0 9, considered in Theorem 7 have both the atomic and the 
nonatomic restriction property. (The existence of such states was first shown 
in [3].) Note, however, that vector states are pure states which have the atomic 
restriction property, but which do not have the nonatomic restriction property. 
(5) If B is a conditional expectation of g’(X) onto an atomic maximal 
Abelian subalgebra, then it is obvious that 9 is faithful. Conversely, it follows 
from the argument given in [13, Remark 5, p. 3921 that if g is a faithful con- 
ditional expectation of a(.%) onto a maximal Abelian subalgebra Q!, then 02 is 
atomic. Hence, if 3 is the conditional expectation of B(X) onto an atomic 
maximal Abelian subalgebra, then B cannot have the form @ 0 2 for any con- 
ditional expectation ?J of a’(%) onto a nonatomic maximal Abelian subalgebra. 
We note, however, that it is easy to construct an identity-preserving isometry 
from P(N) into L-(0, 1) so that by Lemma 8, there is a *-homomorphism of 
Lm(O, 1) onto P(N). 
(6) Define a state on g(s) = @L2([0, 11”)) as follows. Let $ be in 
~(JY,J and for A in a(s), let 
f.dA) = f(A) = j- -WI dtLK > 
where we identify 2(/l) = ik& with the multiplier 7 in L”([O, 11”). Let 
{TV, zf, x~} denote the G-N-S representation of g(s) induced by f and 
let R be the projection of %f onto [7rf(Jf) q]. Then as Kadison and Singer 
observed in [13] (also see [26]), the map I’, = x,(M,) X, of L”([O, I]“) into 
RSf extends to an isometry V of & onto RSf such that s(A) = V*q(A) V 
for each A in g(s). It follows from [27, Theorem 3.91 that 2 is an extreme 
point in ~(J?,J if and only if R is in ~~f(g(X))“. Note that R is a faithful Abelian 
projection for 7rf(@%‘))“. Hence, if 2 is as defined in Theorem 7, then 
R E nY(a(%))” and the center ??“ of T~(B(#))” is isomorphic to JY, , under 
the map Z i--t V*ZV, Thus, 2DR = (2 IR* : Z E 3”) is maximal Abelian in 
.%‘(R@ so, if T E T~(.!%(#))‘, T IRs, E 3: and since X, is separating for 
~&2?(~))‘, T E 3. Th us, if 2 is as in Theorem 7, and G? = nf(@(&‘))“, then a 
is type I and Q!’ C @. 
If csl and g are von Neumann algebras, let n(Q?, .%Y) denote the set of positive, 
linear, identity-preserving maps of a into 8’. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let .X be a Hilbert space of dimension K. There is a universal 
map Y in 17(9(X), P(K)) such that for each Abelian von Neumann algebra GY and 
each 9 inn(a(Z), a), there is an element @ in ~(c!~(K), a) such that 92 = CD 0 Y. 
Furthermore, if 99 is an extreme point in 17(SY(X), a), then Q, may be chosen to 
be a *-homomorphism of @(K) into ~2. 
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Proof. Let (x~}=,, be a set of unit vectors in &’ such that the norm closure 
of {x,},,, is {X E Z: 11 x )/ = I}. For each operator A, let 
Then YE n(B(&‘), @(K)). Furth ermore Y is one to one, norm preserving on 
normal operators, and in general // Y(V(A)Il >, $11 A 11. Let Y-l be the inverse of 
Y on the range !Z of Y. Note that Y-l is a positive transformation, If a is an 
Abelian von Neumann algebra and 9 E n(a(Z), Q!), then 9%’ 0Y-l is a positive, 
linear map of .% into G!! and, since 0Z is Abelian, 9 0 Y-i is a completely positive 
linear map [3, 1.2.2, p. 1481. As Abelian von Neumann algebras are injective, 
there is an element @ in n(@(~), R) which is an extension of .??Z 0 Y-l. Then 
@ o Y = 9$? oY-i o Y = 9 and our first assertion is proved. Suppose that 9%’ 
is an extreme point in n(&?( ?), @). Then B 0 Y-r is an extreme point in the set 
of positive linear maps of A into /X!. For if 9 0 Y-i = tB1 + (1 - t)S& is a 
convex combination of positive linear maps of X into 0?, then W = t9& o Y + 
(1 - t)B, o Y, so 9i o Y = 9Q o Y and %i = Biz = 9 o Y-l. It is easy to 
see that the set of all @ in n(eW(~), a) which extend 9 0 Y-l is compact in the 
r-tOpOlOgy On z@@(K), a) ( see our remarks preceding corollary 11). Let @ 
be an extreme point of this set. Then since 9?? 0 Y-l is an extreme point in the 
Set Of POSitiVe hear mapS Of% into a, @ iS an extreme point in n(tm(K),@). 
Hence, @ is a *-homomorphism [27; 18, Corollary 3.b]. The proof is complete. 
Remarks. (1) Iff is a pure state on a(.@), then by Proposition 12 there is 
a complex homomorphism h on em(K) such that f = h 0 Y (take GPI to be the com- 
plex numbers). That is, there is an ultrafilter % on K such that f(A) = 
lim&Ax, , x,) for each operator A. Note that we may rephrase Corollary 3 as 
follows: If {e,>,,, is an orthonormal subset of 8 and S? is an ultrafilter on K, 
then the state A&e,] on g’(X) defined by d,[e,J(A) = limg(Ae, , e,) 
is a pure state. One might be led to guess that perhaps every state of the 
form (14[~,] is a pure state on a(X), where {x~} is a set of unit vectors in X. 
This conjecture is false. In fact, if f is any state on g(X) which is in the weak*- 
closure of the pure states on a(X), then f = /l&x,] for some ultrafilter % 
on K and a set {&}OIEK of unit vectors in 2 [28, p. 42; 1, (5.3)]. (In fact we may 
take X, to be as in the proof of Proposition 12.) In particular every state on the 
Calkin algebra has this form [28]. Thus, by Theorem 5 and Corollary 6, the 
G-N-5’ representation of @(&‘) induced by &[x,] may even by of type II, . 
In fact by [I, (6.2)] there is a sequence {x,},,~ of unit vectors in &? (dim X = N) 
and an ultrafilter & on N such that X, converges weakly to 0 and (~*[zc,] = 
h 0 0, where h and 0 are as in Theorem 5 and #(h) = co. 
(2) Let Y and I be as in Proposition 12. Then Y is a completely positive 
linear map on a(.#), but Y-1 is not completely positive on 3. For if N E B:(Z) 
such that N2 = 0 and II N II = 1, then 11 Y(N)/1 = k. 
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Hence, 
but 
is not a positive operator. Furthermore, Y-i does not have a positive linear 
extension to P’(K). For if @ were such an extension, then @ 0 ?I/ would be a 
contractive projection of km(~) onto .!Z and so by [14, Corollary 2, p. 88, 
Theorem 6, p. 921 9? would be linearly isometric to C(X), the continuous func- 
tions on a Stonean space X. But then !P would define a linear isometry of the real 
space of self-adjoint operators on 3’ onto the real continuous functions on X 
and it would follow (by [15, Theorem 11.4.101, for example) that the pure states 
on g(Z) are weak*-closed. Since this is not the case [7, 11.2.11, no such extension 
can exist. 
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